1. BACKGROUND

1.1 FIELD WORKER’S CODE

1.2. DATE OF INTERVIEW

1.3. NAME OF OUT-MIGRANT

1.4. OUT-MIGRANT’S ID

1.5. OUT-MIGRANT’S LINE NUMBER IN HOUSEHOLD

1.6. ID OF ROOM WHERE OUT-MIGRANT USED TO SLEEP

2. DESTINATION OF OUT-MIGRANT

2.1. NAME & CODE OF AREA OF DESTINATION

Name: Prov/Dist/Loc/Village or Code: 1=Within same DSA slum, 2=Other DSA Nairobi slum, 3=non-DSA Nairobi slum, 4=Nairobi Non-slum, 5=Other urban area of Kenya, 6=Rural Kenya, 7=Outside Kenya; 8=Unknown;
IF ANSWER IN 2.1. IS NOT “1” OR “2” SKIP TO 3

2.2. VILLAGE NAME & CODE (Get code from 1)

3. CHARACTERISTICS OF MIGRATION

3.1. MOST IMPORTANT REASON FOR OUT-MIGRATION AND CODE (get code from 2)

3.2. DATE OF OUT-MIGRATION?

3.3 OUT-MIGRANT MOVED (A) ALONE, (W) WITH WHOLE HOUSEHOLD, (P) WITH PART OF HOUSEHOLD?

4. RESPONDENT’S PARTICULARS

4.1 RESPONDENT’S NAME

4.2 RESPONDENT’S ID

4.3 RESPONDENT’S RELATIONSHIP TO MIGRANT (Get code from 3)

5. OFFICE/FIELD CHECK DETAILS

5.1 FS CODE & CHECK DATE

5.2 OFFICE CODE & CHECK DATE

---

1 Kawangware: Centre/Ciuguini (K01), Gatina (K02), Kabiro (K03), Kalama (K04), Kamitha (K05), Kanugaga (K06), Kanugaga III (K07), Kongo (K08), Magithundia (K09), Magithundia Route 46 (K10), Mai-Ini (K11), Precious Blood* (K12). Korogocho: Gitathuru Central (G01), Gitathuru Village (G02), Grogan B* (G03), High Ridge (G04), Korogocho (G05), Korogocho A (G06), Korogocho B (G07), Ngomongo Village (G08), Ngunyaumu Village (G09), Nyayo/Kisumu Ndogo (G10). Njiru: Maili Saba* (N01), Matopeni (N02), Mwengenyi (N03), Saiti (N04), Silanga (N05). Viwandani: Donholm (V01), Industrial Area (V02), Jamaica* (V03), Kingsstone (V04), Lunga Lunga (V05), Paradise (V06), Sinai (V07).

2 Reason for migration: 01=Civil conflict; 02=For a change; 03=Rent too high; 04=Lost job/no job; 05=Insecurity (unsafe); 06=Got married; 07=Divorced/widowed/separated; 08 Distance related 09=Structure demolished; 10. Poor Housing 11. Poor Amenities; 12.Moved with family; 13. Went up-country to farm; 14=Left due to illness; 88=Don’t know; 96=Other (Specify)

3 Relationships: HHH=Household Head; WIF=Wife; HUS=Husband; CHD=Child; SOL=Son-in-law; BRO=Brother; SIS=Sister; BIL=Brother-in-law; SIL=Sister-in-law; DIL=Daughter-in-law; PIL=Parent-in-law; PAR=Parent; GDP=Grand parent; GCH=Grand child; CWF=Co-wife; OTH=Other; NRL=Not related; UNK=Unknown Relationship, SLF=Self.